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Cover Photograph: John Boyes – Armstrong Railway Photographic Trust.
My thanks to Richard Barber for forwarding this and the photograph on page 18.
On April 10th 1965 ex‐Pullman car SC280M (ex CAR No.13) on the ‘Up’ East Coast Mainline just south of
Northallerton Station.
The train was hired by Alan Pegler and consisted of the ‘Tees Tyne Pullman’ stock and SC280M as a thank you to
the staff of BR Darlington Works for overhauling his A3 Class Pacific No.4472 ‘Flying Scotsman’.
The Pullman formation consisted EUNICE, FALCON, HADRIAN BAR, CAR No.349, 336, 72, HERON & SC280M.
The train ran from Darlington to Peterborough, then onto Sleaford and Doncaster and back to Darlington.
Editorial:
Welcome to Coupe News No: 63.
This is your free newsletter of Pullman related news and material.
My thanks to those readers who have supplied articles and images for inclusion within this edition.
All I ask of you for the time I spend in production is for you to forward on, either by e‐mail or printing a copy, to
any one you may know who will also be interested in reading about matters Pullman.
Information Required.
I will welcome any information on the Pullman car located on your local preserved railway or in use as a static
Restaurant, for inclusion within your Coupe News and the Pullman Car Services Archive.
Information is for sharing ‐ not gathering dust…..
If you have any material for inclusion in No.64, please forward by May 28th.
Coupe News No.64 will be published on June 1st.

Editorial Address:
Terry Bye
Pullman Car Services
Email: pullmancarservices@yahoo.co.uk
Coupe News editions 1 to 62 and all Special Editions can be sourced at: ‐
http://www.semgonline.com/coach/coupe/index.html

Editors note to the readership.
Changing your Email address, or wish to be removed from the mailing list.
Please Email to the editorial address with your request, it’s as simple as that.
Some readers do not receive copies as published for one reason or another.
I do get bounce backs advising that an e‐mail address no longer exists or the mail box full. If by the 5th of each
month your copy fails to arrive, please Email the editorial address and I will forward to you the missing edition.
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We remember the Pullman car that was allocated the same schedule number as this edition of Coupe News.

Pre 1960 Schedule No:
Post 1960 Schedule No:
Name:
Type of Car:
Into Service:
Builder:
Tare:
Covers:

63.
52.
LASS ‘O’GOWRIE.
Dining.
May 1914.
Cravens Limited, Sheffield.
423/4t.
12 First & 18 Third in two sections 3 seats abreast.

1914 May:

Enters service on the Caledonian Railway.

1919:

Reconditioned by Craven.

1933 December 4th:

Taken over by the LMSR and allocated the identity of 208.

Free Newsletters/Magazines:
MRE Mag.
Daily newsletter (Monday to Friday) from Pat Hammond covering model railway news, views and products.
www.mremag.com

RAILDATE.
The weekly newsletter (Friday) covering general railway subjects with links to sites for further information, from
Hursley Park Model Railway Society. For further information visit: ‐
http://finance.groups.yahoo.com/group/RAILDATE/
Where you can sign up to access the weekly newsletter.

RAILWAY HERALD.
Railway Herald is a colour magazine which has recently been updated and covers today scene on the railway.
www.railwayherald.co.uk
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Look Back At Pullman.
1928 – May 80 Years Ago:
May 1st.

Introduction of the ‘Queen of Scots’ Pullman service linking London and Glasgow via the East
Coast Mainline.
The ‘Down’ service departing Kings Cross at 11.15am, arriving at Leeds Central at 2.40pm, with
arrival at Glasgow Queen Street at 8.45pm.
The ‘Up’ service departing Glasgow Queen Street at 10.05am, Edinburgh 11.15am, Leeds
4.15pm and arrival at Kings Cross at 7.35pm.

1948– May 60 Years Ago:
May 14th.

The 1948 ‘Devon Belle’ service commences.

May 31st.

The 1948 ‘Thanet Belle’ service commences.
Formation includes FORMOSA, CORAL, CAR No.16, 137, 132, 96, 11, 135, 133 & 15.

May 31st.

The ‘Eastbourne Pullman Limited’ a Sunday only service operates with the use of one of the
three ‘Brighton Belle’ 5 car units.

1958– May 50 Years Ago:
May 13th.

The State Visit of Signor Gronchi, the President of Italy.
An all Pullman train is worked from Dover Marine to London’s Victoria Station (nearest
mainline station to Buckingham Palace).
The train is hauled by Bulleid Pacific No.34016 with Pullman cars MINERVA, ARIES, PHOENIX,
AQUILA, ISLE OF THANET and SR van No.S2351S.

1968– May 40Years Ago:
May.

Noted at Sandling Junction three Pullman Camping Coaches the identities being P40, P41 &
P43.

May 18th.

FA Cup Final, All Pullman car charter using BR Mk2 (1966) Pullman cars.
Liverpool Lime Street to London Euston, First Class return fare of £12.18 shillings which
included full Lunch and evening Dinner.

1973– May 35 Years Ago:
May.

Noted at Brighton Yard (Sussex) ex‐Brighton Belle First Class Kitchen car GWEN.

May 7th.

All ex Blue Pullman Diesel Multiple sets withdrawn from service on British Rail Western Region
thus ending only 13 years of operation.
It is reported that British Rail were at that time in discussions with a potential overseas
purchaser for the withdrawn units.
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1978 – May 30 Years Ago:
May 5th.

Pullman operations come to end on the East Coast Mainline with the withdrawal of the final
two services in operation the ‘Yorkshire & Hull Pullman’.
It is reported the final ‘Up’ ‘Yorkshire Pullman’ service was hauled by Deltic No.55002.
The final ‘Down’ ‘ Yorkshire Pullman’ working departing Kings Cross at 5.04pm for Harrogate
was hauled by Class 47 No.47433 Kings Cross to Leeds and 47411 Leeds to Harrogate.
Pullman cars ROBIN, HERON, EMERALD (II), SNIPE forming the Pullman car formation of this
service.
The final ‘Down’ working of the ‘Hull Pullman’ departed Kings Cross at 5.10pm for Hull.
The Pullman car formation within this train included FINCH, RAVEN and OPAL.
The only Pullman service remaining in service at this moment in time on British Rail was the
then Manchester Pullman (London Euston to Manchester Piccadilly), using the 1966 Mk2
Pullman cars.

May 20th.

DAA Railtour Society, D&E Group & Travellers Fare operate the “East Coast Pullman Farewell”.
Departing Kings Cross at 08.30am to York via Doncaster, Leeds and Harrogate.
The return journey from York to Kings Cross was via Malton, Scarborough, Filey, Bridlington,
Beverley, Anlaby Road Junction, Goole and Doncaster.

THE PULLMAN SOCIETY
The Society is dedicated to the study of all aspects of Pullman operations in the British
isles and Continental Europe – and in the United States, where the first cars were built
and services began.
The society journal “The Golden Way” is published three times a year
For further details including Membership please contact
Alan Wood ‐ Email awood17166@aol.com
THE GOLDEN WAY – Issue No.77 – 2008/1.
The latest edition of the Golden Way contains articles & photographs covering;
1. The 60 minute ‘Brighton Pullman Limited’
2. An early Pullman excursion.
3. By the VSO‐E to East Anglia – further information.
4. The Pullman ‘Type’ classification system – a correction.
5. Pullman Exhibition, Tenterden Town Museum 1981.
6. An introduction to the Pullman Cars of North America.
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FINAL CALL TO ATTEND
MIDDLESBROUGH MODEL RAILWAY CLUB – 2008 EXHIBITION

Saturday & Sunday May 17th & 18th ‐ Opening at 10am
Settlement Community Centre ‐ Union Street ‐ Middlesbrough ‐ TS1 5NQ
This year’s exhibition will include the first public operational display of the Clubs long awaited
layout of the original Billingham Station in the era of the mid 1950’s to early 1960’s.
Also exhibiting this year.
Gairloch & Wester Ross “009” – What might have been in NW Scotland.
Whiteadder Jctn “EM” – What might have been LNER Scotland.
Uganda Railways Gauge 1 – 1900 Colonial scene.
Dyna Hyfryd “N” – North Wales in the late 1940’s in GWR.
Vicker Lane “0” – North East England 1950’s to 1970’s.
Fellburn “00” – North Tyneside Electrified Lines circa 1947.
Lillesdorf “N” – German Railways a Fictitious Setting.
Spital “P4” – Fictitious Setting on the Stainmore Route of 1910 NER.
Carters Dock “00” – North East England Dock Scene, Fictitious Mid 1960’s.
P11.
Plus additional layouts
P6.

Trade Stands – Refreshments – Free Car Parking
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My thanks to Jim Greaves for forwarding the following two letters relating to the 3rd rail electrification in the
East Sussex area.
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The Queen of Scots Train Formation circa 1957.
Terry,
Would it be possible for you to ask the readers of Coupe News if they have any information on, the Queen of
Scots Pullman circa 1957.
I know it was a 10 coach train down & up, and I have some idea what cars were used, by process of elimination
from a list of ER cars of 1954.
Peter Quinn
Gerry Young responds.
Many of you will be aware that the Railway Correspondence and Travel Society undertakes regular observation
of railway operations, and publishes the results in their journal Railway Observer, affectionately known as the
R.O. I did a piece based on these observations for issue 71 of the Pullman Society's journal The Golden Way, of
which I am the editor. The last detailed ones I found were for November 1955 and were as follows :‐
8/11/55 “Queen of Scots”
Down Working: 73, Cassandra (Leeds); E70023E(BG), 69, 61, Sheila, Loraine, Joan, 64, 78.
Up Working: Cassandra, 73 (Leeds); 79, 74, Lydia, Octavia, Juana, 81, 66, 175.
Note the substitution of an LNER BG in place of a Pullman Brake Parlour Third, also noted on 10/6/54.
There was an observation in January 1956 which showed also had the same BG in the train, did it stay in through
from November ’55 to January ’56?
In each case it was noted in the down train while the up train in both cases had Car No.79 in its place, so
reservations would be confused if it was a long term substitution.
Hopefully there were enough spare seats in other third class cars to accommodate those displaced.
There are also photographs showing LNER Open First vehicles substituting for Pullman cars.
By 1958 the down working “Queen of Scots” was listed in the East Coast Carriage Roster as:‐
K2, K1 (Leeds); B2, K2, P2 (FO), P1 (FX), P1, K2, P2, K2, B2.
Note that the Q of S at that time was 10 cars south of Leeds only, two cars were removed from the down train at
Leeds and then returned to London on the up train later that same afternoon.
Back numbers of that issue are available if anyone wants the full story! Please contact me at
jed@thepullmansociety.org.uk

Photograph Request ‐ Pullman car MINERVA in British Railways Service.
Alan Rushworth, is trying to source any photographs of car MINERVA in BR service (pre‐preservation).
Alan advises that “Of all my photos etc I don’t” and asks for the help of fellow readers in trying to resolve the
matter.
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Pullman in Miniature – David Jones.
For those who wish to travel in a Pullman Train but cannot afford the VSOE, perhaps a visit to Paradise Park in
Newhaven, East Sussex is the answer.
Here, a ride‐on Pullman train runs around the Garden Centre and although mainly for children, many adults also
travel on it.
The cost is £1 for two circuits of the track, but no food is provided on this service!

Both photographs were taken on April 13 2008 at mid‐day on the occasion of a personal visit to Newhaven to
commemorate the last passenger run of the LBSCR Atlantic Class locomotive 'Beachy Head' which hauled 'The
Sussex Coast Limited' railtour to Newhaven Harbour exactly 50 years previously.
This tour on April 13 1958 did have a Pullman interest in that the 12 wheeled Car 'Myrtle' was used as the
buffet.
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THE PULLMAN SOCIETY
Notice of The Pullman Society 2008 Annual General Meeting.
The 2008 AGM will be held at the Wheatlands Lodge Hotel, Scarcroft Road, York.
Saturday May 17TH at 12.00am.
During the day the events will include a guest speaker, slide show, raffle and mini‐auction.
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Pullman Car PEGASUS.

cN.Dodson April 2008.
PEGASUS is seen in Old Oak Common shed having just returned from Crewe (LNWR) after a repaint.
Note the corridor end boards now painted umber and lined with the pre‐1960 coat of arms applied.

PULLMAN CAR PEGASUS – DVD Update – Nick Dodson.
We have finished all the editing that was holding us up and are now into the final stages of preparing the
programme for release.
The sleeve is printed so I am hoping that within a couple of weeks we will have copies for sale.
We are waiting for final clearance too from the British Film Institute to allow us to incorporate a segment within
the programme’s main menu that will feature the full length 1947 colour film “Golden Arrow” made by the
British Railways Southern Film Unit. (BTF).
This will add something very special to our programme that will also feature an “LMS” short film on carriage
construction.
I hope all those waiting for the programme’s release will feel the wait has been worthwhile!
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Pullman Car OPAL.

Murray Brown photographed BR M1 Pullman Car OPAL on March 9th 2008 at Pickering Station on the
North Yorkshire Moors Railway. Resplendent in Umber & Cream livery following an external repaint by the
NYMR Carriage and Wagon Department at Pickering.

CAR No.14 ‐ An update from Steve Doughty.
Work is essentially complete and delivery will take place after final inspection on 3rd May.
On arrival, we have some minor electrical work to do before the car enters service, which we anticipate in early
June.

BLV S2464S ‐ Churchill Van – An update from Steve Doughty.
Finishing touches currently being made to an HLF bid should be submitted in the next two weeks.
Plan is to cover restoration and display adjacent to the existing SR museum at Corfe Castle.
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Denver Texas & Fort Worth Railroad Pullman Car No.61 – Update by Mike Pannell.

This is an update to the news of the car as detailed within the February edition.
Since original publication in February, Michael advises of the following historical data on the car: ‐
Ordered by General G.M.Dodge in 1866 for the new Denver Texas and Fort Worth Railroad.
Delivered in March 1888, at a cost of $6000 from Pullman Palace car Co.
Allocated the identity of DT&FW No.61.
Then renumbered in 1890 to UPD&G No.371.
In 1899 became Colorado and Southern No.57.
In 1906 renumbered to C&S No.513.
In 1924 became Bunk Car No.99924.
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The following article was produced by Kevin Wingert and published by the Wyoming News on April 6th 2008.
A Disguised History.

Photograph Above: Cheyenne resident Michael Pannell opens up the curtains to a historic railroad passenger
car turned house Friday afternoon off Happy Jack Road. The rail car will be moved to another location to be
restored to its original condition.
Tucked behind an inconspicuous piece of wood at the door to the ramshackle house lay a clue that would
uncover more than a century of railroad history. In yellow paint, half‐worn through by time, was a number:
5103.For one transplanted Brit who had spent two decades restoring rail cars in England, it was confirmation of
a gut feeling he had felt while vacationing in Cheyenne in 1991.
"We were out with some friends, and I came across it," said Mike Pannell in his lilting accent. "I knew then as
soon as I saw it that it was turn‐of‐the‐century or older. It was the oldest car I'd seen in Cheyenne at that time."
Pannell never forgot the little home that he knew held a link to the Front Range's history. Now a Cheyenne
resident, Pannell is teaming up with fellow railroad buff Tom Dimick this week to move the passenger car‐
turned‐home to the east side of town. There, the two will restore it, and they hope to open it as a museum in a
few years.
"I just find history fascinating ‐‐ not necessarily ancient history, but modern history. You can almost feel and
touch what was going on back then," Pannell said. "The railroad car is as much a social history as it is a transport
history. You can only begin to imagine who could have travelled in that car." Pannell turned to local railroad
historian and former Union Pacific official James Ehernberger for insight into the car's past. Ehernberger
remembered the car from its days parked near Missile Drive behind the Colorado & Southern Roundhouse. That
was a rival line to Union Pacific that began as an offshoot of the railroad powerhouse. "That car was used for
enginemen and crewmen from Denver," Ehernberger said of its last known use before becoming a permanent
home. "They stayed there in that car. "This was their home away from home. They just bunked in it until they
got called on their next run to go back home."
Digging into his books and source material, Ehernberger uncovered more bits and pieces from the passenger
car's history. As it turned out, it was the first of six ordered in 1886 for construction by Chicago entrepreneur
Nathaniel Thayer. The Pullman company built the car for roughly $6,000, numbering it 57. In 1887, Thayer leased
the wooden passenger car to the emerging Union Pacific Denver and Gulf Company. It likely would have carried
its compliment of 58 passengers between the capitals of Colorado and Wyoming. When the company began to
tank a few years later, the car became part of the Colorado Southern Railroad, an amalgamation of defunct
railroad lines. It was renumbered to C&S 5103 in 1906.
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The car ran passengers from 1887 to 1924, when Colorado & Southern changed its use into a bunk car for
railroad crews. In 1954, an event took place that likely saved the old car from falling into scraps like its siblings: A
railroader bought it for $45, moved it a short distance to Carlin Drive and transformed it into a home. "This one
is very lucky that it's been a house for so very long," Pannell said. "It has been loved as a house too ‐‐ it has been
looked after."
When Pannell and his wife and daughter moved to Cheyenne in the fall of last year, he followed up on his 1991
discovery. Writing a letter to the owner, he asked if he could take pictures of the structure and see the interior.
Getting a call a few days later, Pannell soon found his endeavor changing from discovery to rescue. "The owner
explained to us that the hospital had bought the land," Pannell said, adding that the owner was told the
buildings were to be demolished after March. "To ordinary people, it looked like just a ramshackle group of
buildings with no value whatsoever. "Pannell and Dimick quickly crafted a plan to move the car to the east side
of town and begin renovations. "We had a look around, and as soon as we saw the inside of the car, we were
just astonished at how much of the original car was still intact," Pannell said.
But they would need to bring the hospital on board first. Cheyenne Regional Medical Center CEO Charles Harms
said the board understood, when it bought the land, that the little home was simply to be a run‐of‐the‐mill
railroad car from the '30s. Landlocked on its current campuses, the hospital bought the property and the
neighboring area to allow for continued expansion of its services as it seeks to better reflect the needs of a
growing Cheyenne."We wanted something close to the interstate and a city street with access reasonably
central to the city," Harms said of the choice. He added that the land will be used for offices and a cancer center
and potentially a hospital in the future.
When Harms was contacted by Pannell a few weeks later, he was surprised to find out how old the car was and
its historical significance. His priorities changed. "We don't want to be responsible for seeing something with
that much historical significance be demolished," he said. So the hospital offered to pay for the cost of moving
the car to its new berth. Harms said the hospital would incur a cost of demolishing the railroad structure if it
stayed on the property, so that made the decision easy. "We're happy that somebody wants the car," Harms
said. "We're happy to support a significant piece of Cheyenne's history."
But the cost of moving the structure is only the beginning. Pannell and Dimick plan to take several years to
restore No. 57 to her previous glory. According to Pannell, that includes frosted‐glass patterned top‐light
windows along with cherry wood and mahogany interior and possibly gold‐leaf scrollwork in the ceilings. Dimick
said they will have to wait to see what they find when they begin to reverse the effects of time and man on the
car. Currently, the plan for the move includes demolition of the additions to the railroad car. Then, using jacks
and air, the car will be lifted on, and secured to, a steel frame that will become part of its permanent foundation.
To that frame, 8 axles will be added, and the structure will be towed across town, most likely on Wednesday or
Thursday. For his own part, Dimick admits to falling in love with railroads and railroad tracks when he was much
younger. "My grandparents lived next to a railroad track in Rosette," said Dimick, who is the owner of Maverick
Lawn and Tree. "I used to watch the railroad cars go buy as a kid." But restoring one of those cars is no easy task,
Ehernberger said. "That's a pretty tough thing to do nowadays because you just can't find the interior fixtures,"
he said. Still, there's a document that might help: an old line drawing of the car before it was turned into a
bunking facility."This was drawn, as far as we known, in October 1923," Pannell said of the sketch. "It gives really
important details." Those include how the car was heated, its interior finish, the style of curtains and seats and
even the fact that No. 57 had two bathrooms and two stoves. One of the first hurdles to restoring the car is
roughly six to 10 layers of paint ‐‐ both a blessing and curse ‐‐ that must be removed to get back to the original
wood. "Paint protects things," Pannell said. "It's going to take a long time to get rid of the paint, but it at least
protected has what's underneath."
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Some items will have to be custom‐made, like the dual‐pane windows they will use in place of the original sash
windows that have long since been removed. Overall, the pace of restoration will be slow.
"We're thinking in terms of probably four to five years," Pannell said. "We're not going to rush anything ‐‐ we
don't know how stubborn things are going to be." And there's the money. Pannell estimates that the cost to
restore the car would run at least $30,000 to $40,000. He is quick to admit that there are a lot of unknowns
about the restoration and that he only has a bare sketch of the car's past."It's a period of railroad history that
because it's so old, very little is known about it, really," Pannell said. "The more we're looking into it, the more
we're discovering ourselves."
But Pannell believes he has found another clue to the car's past in a baseball display in the Wyoming State
Museum. On a trip there with his daughter and her friend, Pannell found himself gravitating toward the railroad
display. Not finding much that he hadn't previously seen, he wandered up the stairs and eventually found
himself perusing the artifacts on baseball. "There on the wall was this photograph," Pannell said. The old black‐
and‐white print showed a women's professional baseball team ‐‐ "The Boston Blumers" ‐‐ standing in their
uniforms in front of a railroad passenger car. A banner behind them reads "Ladies Baseball Aggregation ‐‐ Tour
Across the Continent." It's dated 1912, and the car is identified as part of Union Pacific Denver and Gulf
Company. "It had to be a Colorado Southern car at that time because it wasn't down in the Union Pacific yards
here," Pannell said.
And that wasn't all. "It's got the right roof curve and the chimneys were in the right place and the window
pairing was correct," Pannell said. Given those similarities and the scarcity of the design for that particular car,
he is convinced the two are the same. "It all just came together, and I couldn't believe it," Pannell said. "I
thought, 'This is incredible.'"History in motion Mike Pannell and Tom Dimick are moving a historic passenger
railroad car across town later this week. The structure, a house for more than 50 years, will take at least four to
five years to restore, by Pannell's estimate. The two hope to then open the car as a museum and a location for
events.
Update of April 9th 2008 ‐ Mike Pannell.
Well it seems that the lifting and jacking of the car will start on Saturday 12th and continue Sunday 13th, with
crossbeams being inserted and then jacking on these, the same day we hope to insert the 70' beams under the
cross members and then Monday 14th lift the car sufficiently for the 8 or 10 axles to be fitted, this we hope will
be ok to move Tuesday to its new location. The contractor is to approach the city for special dispensation to run
the car right through Cheyenne City centre, under the C&S and in front of the UP depot, which will make for
some truly memorable photos, let’s hope the city is kind to us, as everyone else has been.
One interesting question today... the door tread plate when removed had C&S 5669 stamped underneath, any
ideas what this would have been from ??
Update of April 23rd 2008 ‐ Mike Pannell.
The scheduled move 22/23rd has been postponed due to some late resolved issues with the new steel frame, we
hope the move will be undertaken on either Tuesday 29th or Wednesday 30th. The route will has been changed,
as the city have denied permission for this unless we leave at an unearthly Sunday hour. The route will probably
be Missile Drive, I‐25, 1‐80, College Drive , Highway 30, and Pershing.
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CAR No.13.

Photograph: John Boyes – Armstrong Railway Photographic Trust.
Above: April 10th 1965, ex‐Pullman car SC280M (ex CAR No.13) on the ‘Up’ East Coast Mainline just south of
Northallerton Station. Refer to cover photograph for additional information on page 2.

On Sunday March 16th, I visited the Paignton & Dartmouth Steam Railway, and the following photographs were
taken of CAR No.13.

Photograph PCSA: CAR No.13 Builders Plate.
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Photograph PCSA: Vestibule Door.
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Photograph PCSA: Vestibule Vacuum Gauge, Light Switch and Guards Handbrake.
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Photograph PCSA: View from the Vestibule looking towards Seating Saloon.
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Photograph PCSA: View to Seating Saloon.
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Photograph PCSA: View from Saloon to the Vestibule.
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Photograph PCSA: View of the Bar Counter.

Photograph PCSA: View of the Mural.
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Photograph PCSA: View of the saloon layout looking towards the Vestibule.

Photograph PCSA: Observation View.
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Photograph PCSA: Entering the North Portal of Greenway Tunnel.

Photograph PCSA: CAR No.13 at Kingswear Station.
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Ex‐ Brighton Belle Third Class Parlour CAR No.85 – Disposal.
I have been advised that the VSO‐E have decided to dispose of CAR No.85 as being surplus to requirements.
The disposal will be on ‘E Bay’ towards the end of the month.
This car since withdrawal in the spring of 1972 was eventually sold with a number of other cars to Allied
Breweries (AB). AB eventually located the car to the ‘Nags Head’ at Mickleover near Derby.
It was attached to the main building at one vestibule end and stood on a section of railway track, being used
as a static restaurant.
In 1993 the car was relocated to the Severn Valley Railway (SVR) to which was reported as being donated to
by Scottish & Newcastle Breweries.
In 1995 the car was noted at Arley siding on the SVR.
In 1997 the car was purchased by VSO‐E.
As with all the Brighton Belle cars, CAR No.85 is of all steel construction, air braked, with electric heating.
An ideal candidate for a preserved railway wishing a Pullman car.

CAR No.85 ‐ VSO‐E Stewarts Lane Depot ‐ March 2008. cT.Robbins
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Ex‐ Brighton Belle Third Class Parlour CAR No.85 – Disposal.

Interior of CAR No.85 – VSO‐E Stewarts Lane – March 2008. cT.Robbins
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Severn Valley Railway Pullman Visit – April 19th 2008 – Clive Hanley.

My thanks to reader Clive Hanley for allowing me to publish the following photographs to share with you.
Clive visited the Severn Valley Railway for the arrival of Gresley A4 60019 Bittern with a Kingfisher Railtours
excursion from London to Bridgnorth which included car PEGASUS in the train formation.
I took several photos of the train’s arrival at Kidderminster mainline, and then its transfer to SVR metals were it
was hauled by the class 67 diesel that Bittern had dragged all the way.

All photographs are Copyright to Clive Hanley and must not be copied or reproduced.

Class 67 No.67003 hauls the charter train rake onto Severn Valley Railway metals.
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Pullman Car PEGASUS

An ex‐ BR Mk2 Coach in Pullman Livery with Golden Arrow decals and Pullman pre 1960 coat of arms
and named APOLLO
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An ex‐ BR Mk 1 Restaurant Buffet coach No.1659 – in Pullman livery and Identified as ‘Kitchen Car’
with pre‐1960 Pullman coat of Arms applied.

For further photographs of the ‘A4’ Bittern’s visit to the Severn Valley Railway visit Clive web site, he has a varied
selection of photographs which I am sure will be of interest.
http://clive‐hanley.fotopic.net/c1496870.html
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Tail Lamp.
My thanks to all who have contributed to this edition with articles and/or photographs, without your
contributions this edition would be much the poorer.
No it’s not April the 1st, and it’s not a joke, the impending disposal of CAR No.85 by the VSO‐E on ‘EBay’ is about
to happen. I have not been able to identify the reserve for the car, but rest assured it won’t be low in value.
What an opportunity for someone or even a group to obtain a Pullman car.
I am buying extra lottery tickets of the next week or so, and I am sure if I win (if…) then the car is coming North.
That’s what dreams are made of……
My visit to the Paignton & Dartmouth Railway in March, allowed me the chance to have my first travel within
CAR No.13 and to share the photographs with you within this edition. It won’t be long before CAR No.14 is in
operation on the Swanage Railway, keep an eye on the Swanage Railway website for news, I am sure Steve
Doughty will get some photographs onto the site to share.
Nice to see two cars have been through the paint shop over the winter period, cars PEGASUS and OPAL, a nice
job by all involved.
And finally, linked to my information stand at the Middlesbrough Model Railway Clubs Exhibition in mid May,
I will be publishing the latest Special Edition, this will be posted to all recipients of Coupe News.

Remember ‐ “Information is for Sharing – Not gathering Dust”.
T.Bye May 1st 2008.

